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20 selected companies

Venture 5i® is the financing forum within the Forum 5i. Over two days, on the 14th and 15th of
May, Venture 5i® offers excellent conditions for fundraising. Innovative companies from the Alpine
region who seek investments have, in fact, the opportunity to meet national and international
investors who can assist in their global expansion.
20 innovative French and international startups were selected by the committee. Composed of
26 recognized and experienced investors, the selection committee is chaired this year by Alexandre
Ouimet-Storrs, Managing Director Europe of Solvay Ventures.
The diversity of application areas - energy industrial manufacture, through the medtech or
telecoms - reflects the dynamism and willingness of the selected projects.
#B2B
ABOUTGOODS COMPANY - France (Haute-Savoie)
Consumption data from mobile app users to
produce decisional for Brand, Retailers, Banks and
Market Research companies

APITRAK - France (Isère)
Save money with data analytics based on
geolocation technologies.
www.apitrak.com

www. aboutgoods-company.com

OROK - France (Isère)
Airport robotics
www.orok.solutions

SKOPAI - France (Isère)
We watch the web in real-time, searching for
all the startup information. We leverage Data
Sciences & AI to collect, aggregate & analyze.
www.skopai.com

#Electronic
COGITO INSTRUMENTS - Switzerland
We give intelligence to machines
www.cogitoinstruments.com

INNOVASONIC, INC - United States
Disruptive self-cleaning technology for automotive
and aerospace marketswww.innovasonic.com

EBIKELABS - France (Isère)
Leading technology provider for Ebike sharing
www.ebikelabs.com

TIHIVE - France (Isère)
Featuring the Invisible: we revolutionise
industrial inspection with our breakthrough
Terahertz vision cameras and Artificial
Intelligence
www.tihive.com

#Environment #Energy
HEYDAY INTEGRATED CIRCUITS - La France
(Alpes-Maritimes)

Heyday has developed break-through gate driver
(key component in power electronics), enabling
more efficient, simpler and safer energy
conversion.

HYMAG'IN - France (Isère)
High-performance magnetite: a sustainable
solution to treat your wastewater
www.hymagin.com

www.heyday-ic.com

ODIT-E - France (Isère)
Analysis tools and software dedicated to the planning, operation, asset management and
maintenance of low voltage networks. www.odit-e.com

#Industrial Manufacture
AMBPR - France (Isère)
Artificial intelligence for a new approach to
robotics painting in sustainable development

DEMETA - France (Ille-et-Vilaine)
Next generation materials
www.demeta-solutions.com

www.ambpr.com

WEX FAB - France (Hauts-de-Seine)
We develop an AI to make integrated circuits
manufacturing radically much more efficient.

WHATTFORNOW - France (Haute-Savoie)
Developed by ex-Salomon, WhaTTfornow has
developed a new type of e-bike: no continuous
assistance, but a controlled boost for more fun,
sport and safety.
www.whattfornow.com

#IT #Telecom
INVOLI - Switzerland
Enabling the safe integration of drones into the
air traffic
www.involi.com

MOBILE PRACTICE - France (Haute-Savoie)
Mobile video & messaging technology for teams
to integrate learning with practice, empower
managers to coach their teams, share great
performance
www.mobilepractice.io

#MedTech
FASTEESH - France (Rhône)
A device made to brush your teeth effectively in
10 seconds
www.fasteesh.com

MAGIA DIAGNOSTICS - France (Isère)
Screen as many people as possible for a better
care
www.magia-diagnostics.com

PREDISURGE - France (Loire)
Software solutions for computer-assisted cardiovascular interventions
www.predisurge.com
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